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Problem

Institutionalisation

Movement (MM) has emerged and has been attracting increasing attention since 2011.
However, we neither fully understand the MM as a social phenomenon nor are able to
comprehensively explore its social embeddedness and implications.

 The MM is at the beginning of its institutionalisation process.
 It can be understood as a bottom up movement that has developed beyond the existing
production regime and challenges it.

Research Questions

Interfaces with production regime

 What is a systematic understanding of the MM?
 How is the MM interacting with the prevailing production system and what are possible
impacts on it?

 To understand the possible effects of the MM it is important to identify the interfaces it has
with the existing production regime.
 These are fields of interactions in which the MM challenges and influences existing
institutions.
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Function of organisation
 This does not apply to the organisation, which has an internal structuring function for the
MM and therefore can not be evaluated by external effects. Here, questions arise
concerning the degree of organisation required in the process of institutionalisation.


Methodology

Extent of effects

Qualitative, category based media content analysis

 The extent of the effects of the interaction in the areas of innovation and human resources has
not yet been assessed distinctively. However, in this study we were able to identify areas of
activity and to discuss different assessments of the extent.

 centred on a category system for systematically classifying content
 strength is its potential for dealing with complexity, theory-based guidance, integration
of different kinds of material and its quantitative aspects

Source of media

Means of Search

 US, UK, Germany

 Google American

Community and movement
PLACEHOLDER
 Over time, not only specific coordination patterns within communities
will emerge, but also
between content-related communities. The MM would therefore be understood as an
association of collective, actionable actors, formed by numerous, spatially and virtually
organising maker communities.
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Organisational level
 The organisational level of the MM as a whole, as well as its communities, will influence
their capability to strategy building and mobilising. This in turn will determine the extent
to which the MM can challenge the existing production regime.
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 Maker Spaces are the decisive multipliers for the maker and an important organisational
form of the communities. They provide corresponding resources, connect them with
regional institutions and initiatives in the context of applications in universities, enterprises
and other areas like for example art and culture.
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